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1. INTRODUCTION

Collecting the requirements specification is the first step
in the software development cycle. All the subsequent steps
are dependent on it. So it is important that these specifi-
cations are unambiguous, consistent, complete and correct.
Constructing a model from the specifications and verifying
the model can help catch some bugs early in development cy-
cle. Many modeling techniques used to model requirements
specifications, such as petri nets [9], hybrid automata [7] and
counter automata [8, 2], view the system as a state transi-
tion system. It is known that model-checking of finite state
transition systems is decidable. However, for many of the
infinite-state transition systems even answering reachability
of a state is not decidable.

Several partitioning-based algorithms [7, 6] have been
proposed to answer reachability and other temporal proper-
ties of infinite-state systems. The input to these algorithms
is any initial partitioning of the set of states described by the
system (e.g., into initial and non-initial states), and output
is a refinement of the initial partitioning that satisfies a cer-
tain property. These algorithms refine the initial partition-
ing by iteratively computing the predecessor set of states of
the partitions, until a fix point is reached. For the backward
analysis algorithm that we implement the final partitioning
satisfies the following property:
If there exists an edge from partition P1 to partition P2, then

for every state s1 ∈ P1 there exists a state s2 ∈ P2, such that

there exists a transition from s1 to s2 in the given infinite-

state transition system.

If the algorithm terminates then its output will be a finite
set of partitions of the state space, with transitions among
these partitions, which essentially simulate the original sys-
tem. Using this finite system one can answer reachability of
some state in a given target partition from any other state
in any other partition.

Similar to backward analysis an algorithm can perform a
forward analysis by computing the successor sets of the par-
titions in the refinement step. The output of the forward
algorithm that we propose satisfies the following property:
If there exists an edge from partition P1 to partition P2, then

for every state s2 ∈ P2 there exists a state s1 ∈ P1, such that

there exists a transition from s1 to s2 in the given infinite

state transition system.
1

If the algorithm terminates then its output will be a finite
set of partitions of the state space. In the finite transition
system formed by these partition, a path between two par-

1We are not aware of any partitioning-based algorithm that
performs forward analysis.

titions Pi and Pj means that every state in Pj is reachable
from atleast one state in Pi. Clearly this partitioning is more
powerful than that produced by the backward analysis, in
the sense that it can be used to answer reachability of any
state from any other state.

The classes of systems for which backward and forward
algorithms terminate, respectively, are not the same. They
overlap, but neither is contained in the other. In the Ap-
pendix we give an example for which our forward analysis
algorithm terminates, but backward analysis algorithms do
not terminate.

Some generalized results have been proposed by Finkel et.
al [5, 3, 4] that give sufficient conditions for termination of
reachability-testing algorithms that are based on saturation
of reachable sets (as opposed to partitioning). Their fun-
damental sufficient condition is that the given infinite-state
system be a well-structured transition system (WSTS). This
characterization applies to diverse sorts of infinite-state sys-
tems such as petri nets, hybrid automata, counter automata,
and lossy-channel systems.

2. OUR WORK

In our talk we will present some case studies of applying
a backward-analysis partitioning algorithm and our forward-
analysis partitioning algorithm to several real-world systems,
from domains such as streaming applications [1], banking [11]
and finance [10]. The motivation for our case studies was pri-
marily to understand the real-life applicability of the various
approaches and concepts discussed earlier, and to identify
directions for future work to improve their applicability. In
particular, we wished to

• To understand the idioms and patterns exhibited by
real systems that cause both kinds of algorithms, re-
spectively, to terminate or non-terminate, respectively.

• To identify systems (if any) that satisfy the WSTS
property, and yet do not result in a finite partitioning
when processed by either partitioning algorithm (for-
ward analysis or backward analysis).

• To understand whether or not systems on which at
least one of the partitioning algorithms terminate in-
variably satisfy the WSTS property.

• To identify systems on which at least one of the partitoning-
based algorithm terminates, but that does not satisfy
the WSTS property. The previous point as well as



this one are basically motivated by the desire to com-
pare and contrast the partitioning and set-saturation
approaches when applied to practical settings.

In our opinion the above objectives have not been ad-
dressed adequately by the existing literature. In addition,
the results of our case study are likely to point to interest-
ing future work directions in identifying better (i.e., broader)
sufficient conditions (relative to WSTS) for answering tem-
poral properties of infinite-state systems, as well as improved
versions of partitioning-based algorithms (i.e., that termi-
nate on a broader class of systems).
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APPENDIX

Consider a banking system that processes deposit and with-
drawal transactions, one transaction at a time. The items

If (

If (amount <=20k &

balance ! amount >= 0)

balance = balance ! amount

continous normal withdrawals++

If continuos normal withdrawals == 12)

total normal withdrawals = 0

amount <=20k &

balance ! amount < 0 &
continous overdrafts < 3 &

total overdrafts < 6 & 
balance > !40k)

balance = balance ! amount

total overdrafts++

continuos overdrafts++

balance = balance + amount

Output: Accept

Output: Accept

Output: Accept

balance,
total overdrafts,

continuos overdrafts,
continuos normal withdrawals

Input:( Deposit ,amount)

Input:( Withdrawal ,amount)

Input:( Withdrawal ,amount)

Figure 1: Counter Automata

given below represent the requirements specification of the
system. This system can be modeled using the counter au-
tomaton given in Figure 1.

• Individual withdrawals have an upper limit of Rs. 20,000.
• Overdrafts (i.e., withdrawing more than the current

balance) are allowed.
• Overdrafts are not allowed when

– When the balance is below negative Rs. 40,000
– When the previous three withdrawals were over-

drafts.
• After six overdrafts, no more overdrafts are allowed un-

til 12 normal withdrawals are completed.

This system has infinite state space because the balance
can take unbounded positive values. Also, this system has
temporal characteristics, as the occurrence of some events is
dependent on past events. Figure 2 shows a part of the finite
final partitioning that is given by our forward-analysis par-
titioning algorithm. Each oval represents a partition, with
the predicate inside the oval describing the set of states (in
the original system) that belong to this partition. Partition
P1 contains the initial state, where all counters are set to 0.
Partition P1 contains the set of states that can be reached
after one overdraft from the initial state. P2 and P3 are
other partitions that contain states reachable from the ini-
tial partition. P4 contains a subset of unreachable states
in the system; note this partition is not reachable from the
initial partition (or, in fact, from any other partition).

Some example verification properties that are of interest
in this system are:

• Reachability of a state. Example: Is the state wherein
balance = -20,000, total overdrafts = 2, continuous
overdrafts = 3, continuos normal withdrawals = 0, reach-
able? The answer is no, as total overdrafts ≥ contin-
uous overdrafts must hold as per requirements specifi-
cation. The reachability of this state can be answered
by checking if there is a path from the initial partition
to the partition to which this given state belongs, i.e.,
partition P4 in Figure 2.



partition

Initial

Withdrawal,

Withdrawal, 0< amount <= 20k

continuos overdrafts = 1

Deposit, amount > 0

continuos overdrafts = 1

0< amount <= 20k

continuos overdrafts = 2

P0

continuos overdrafts = 3

P3

P1

P2

P4

balance = 0,

total overdrafts = 0,

continuos normal withdrawals = 0,

continuos overdrafts = 0

!40k <= balance < !20k,

total overdrafts = 2,

continuos normal withdrawals = 0,

!20k <= balance < 0,

total overdrafts = 1,

continuos normal withdrawals = 0,

balance > 0,

total overdrafts = 1,

continuos normal withdrawals = 0,

!20k <= balance < 0,

total overdrafts = 2,

continuos normal withdrawals = 0,

Figure 2: Transition System

• Reachability of a state. Example: Is the state wherein
balance = -30,000, total overdrafts = 2, continuous
overdrafts = 2, continuos normal withdrawals = 0, reach-
able? The answer is yes. This state belongs to partition
P2 in Figure 2.

• Temporal property. Example: Can an overdraft be re-
jected without any overdraft being accepted in the past.
The answer is no. This property can be checked by
analyzing all the paths from the initial partition to all
partitions containing a state where overdraft is rejected
that pass through an overdraft edge where system out-
put is accept.


